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Would you like to bring your lawn back to life?
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Connect with us:

When it comes to rejuvenating your lawns it can require a lot of TLC, hard
work and specialist treatments. Thankfully this is just one of the many
grounds maintenance services that Kent-based company C & A
Landscapes specialise in.
With the recent arrival of the spring season, it’s the perfect time to make a
start on reviving your grass and lawns to bring them back to life ready for
the summer. Spring is commonly known as the Gardener’s favourite time
of the year, when they begin their preparations to make the garden look
beautiful and ready to enjoy during the forthcoming warmer weather.
Throughout the autumn and winter months, grassed areas can become
lacklustre, weather beaten and look lifeless.
C & A Landscapes offer a range of services which will help make your
grass and lawns look their very best.



Have you considered a feed & fertilise treatment?

Clive Andrews,
Director of C&A
landscapes, says:
“Our team are highly skilled,
professional and passionate
about their work. They
would be delighted to take
care of the hard work for
you whether you’re a
domestic or commercial
customer. The locations of
our business premises
allows us to cover a large
area of Kent, Sussex and
the South East”.

This will help in building the grass strength back up after the cold
winter and get your lawn ready for summer.



Areas Covered:
Do you have unsightly bare patches on your grass?
C & A can easily sort this out by sowing grass and, top dressing
which can bring your lawn back to life.



You could consider scarifying your grass?
Lawn scarifying removes both moss and thatch from the lawn.
This will help rejuvenate your grass.



Are you considering creating a new grassed area?
This time of year is absolutely perfect for laying new turf, as it will
quickly establish itself to the soil during the spring weather
conditions.

If you would like some expert help with your lawns, or any other type of
gardening and grounds maintenance, please get in touch with the team at
C & A Landscapes via calling 01622 739968, emailing
info@candalandscapes.co.uk or visiting the Company’s website at
www.candalandscapes.co.uk. They will gladly arrange for a specialist to
come and take a look and provide you with our recommendations.
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